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Fan heater 2000W, 230 V, white - Electric air heater,
suspended AEG VH 213

Stiebel Eltron
AEG VH 213
238296
4041056033211 EAN/GTIN

113,18 GBP excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 14-16 days* (GBR)

Fan heater 2000W, 230 V, ws AEG VH 213 power 2000W, motor power 25W, connection voltage 1x 230 V, fan type centrifugal, air flow 80 ... 80m³/h, width 275mm, height
400mm, depth 131mm, compact, wall-hung rapid heater as full heating in the bathroom or as efficient transitional and supplementary heating, e.g. in the guest room or hobby
room. The device heats the room air quickly and evenly. Electronically controlled rapid heater with an easy-to-read display and simple programming for rapid heating of the
room air. The desired room temperature can be easily set on the control panel. Programmable weekly timer with 2 preset and 1 individually programmable time program. With
adaptive control as a learning function for reaching the comfort temperature at exactly the right time in timer mode. Programmable comfort and setback temperatures.
Selectable open window detection function to avoid wasting energy. High quality self-limiting ceramic radiator. Robust and durable plastic housing. Optimal ease of use thanks
to the top-mounted control panel and large, easy-to-read display. Adjustable control panel lock to prevent unintentional adjustment of the control panel.\nEasy and stable wall
installation by just one person: Wall bracket is mounted on the wall separately from the device and can be readjusted. The device just needs to be mounted. The device has a
connecting cable with an angle plug. Rear cable storage and lint filter in the air intake.\n3-stage safety concept with self-limiting ceramic radiators, temperature monitor and
built-in temperature fuse.
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